Certain colored graphs are defined in terms of permutations in S, and the edge-chromatic automorphism groups of these graphs are studied. In fact, these groups are characterized in terms of the associated permutations. These groups are related to the groups of symmetries of certain drawings of cycles in the plane.
In this paper we will investigate the edge-chromatic automorphism groups for two classes of graphs. Chromatic automorphism groups have been studied by a number of people, including Chvatal [4] and Baumann et al. [l, 21 . Characterizations will be given for these groups. Note that all arithmetic will be done modp, p not necessarily prime. The particular p will be clear from the context. These graphs are strongly related to cycle permutation graphs, as defined by Chartrand and Harary in [3] and studied in , and may be used in studying the isomorphism properties of such graphs.
For a permutation /3 in Sk, define an edge-colored graph G(p), possibly a multigraph, having vertices al, u2, . . . , ak with ai labelled by b(i) and edges defined as follows: (ai, Uj) is in E(G(/3)) and is colored red if and only if /3(i) = B(j) f 1 and (ai, a;+~) is in E(G (#) and is colored blue for i = 1, . . . , k. For /3= (1235) in S,, G(p) is seen in Fig. 1 . Note that the red edges of G(p) form a cycle. for i even'
Throughout this paper (Y will be defined in this manner and, if not specified, it will be assumed that there exist (Ye and a2 in Sk which give the (Y under consideration.
For such an (Y define an edge-colored graph G'(a) with vertices al, u2, . . . , uZk where ui is labelled by a(i) and edges defined as follows: (uj, Uj) is in E(G'((u)) 5 7) which is in Sr, and G'(a) is seen in Fig. 2 . Note that the subgraph of G'(cu) induced by the red edges incident to Ui when i is odd is the same, up to the labels on the vertices, as the graph induced by the red edges of G(q) and similarly the subgraph induced by the red edges incident to ai for i even is the same as the graph induced by the red edges of G((y,). Thus we see that the red edges of G'(m) form two disjoint cycles. Also, the colorings of these graphs are not proper colorings. The edge-chromatic automorphism group of an edge-colored graph G is the group of automorphisms of G which preserve colors. The edge-chromatic automorphism group of G(B) will be called C(p) and the edge-chromatic automorphism group of G'(a) will be called C'(a). For /3 = (12 3 5) in s,, C(P) = l(l), (12)(3 6)(4 5)) and for (or = (34) and cx2= (1432) in S,, then cx= (2864)( 5 7) is in S,, and C'(a) = ((1) (16)(2 5)(3 4)(7 10)(8 9), (16)(2 7)(3 8)(4 9)(5 IO), (2 10)(3 9)(4 8) (5 7)). 
Chromatic automorphbms and symmetries 177
We now must state some remarks about the dihedral group Q,. Throughout the remainder of the paper let t and o denote the generators of D,, where t(i) =p -i and a(i) = i + 1. Remark 1. ta" = aP_9.
Remark 2. For y in DP, if y = a" then y-l E aP_" and if y = ta" then y-l = ta". 
Remark 4.
If y is in S, and y(n) f 1 = y(n f 1) for 1s 12 cp, then y is in DP.
Edge-chromatic automorphisms of G ( fi)
Let B = {(p in Sk 1 (ai, Uj) is in E(G(@) and is blue iff (a,(,), U,(j)) is in E(G(#I)) and is blue} and let R = {q in S, 1 (ai, Uj) is in E(G(/3)) and red iff (%O~ %(i)) is in E(G(/I)) and is red}. Clearly C(p) = B n R. Let (p be an element of /3-'D&. Then there exists a y in Dk such that q= /3-'y/X Suppose that #l(i) = /l(j) f 1. This is true iff y(/3(i)) = y@(j)) f 1, by
Remark 3. But this holds iff /3(/3-'(y(B(i)))) = B(B-'(y(/3(j)))) f 1, which is true iff b(cp(i)) =/3(9(j))
f 1. Thus Q, is in R. Now suppose that q is in R. Clearly, there exists a y in S, such that q = B-'y/I. Also, for every j = 1, . . . , k there exists an i such that /3(i) =/z?(j) f 1 and so /V&i)) = N&j)) f I-Thus B(B-'(r(N)))) = B(B-'(y(B(j)))) f 1 and hence y(N)) = y@(j)) f 1. S o we have y@(j) f 1) = y@(j)) f 1, for all j = 1, . . . , k and thus, by Remark 4, y is in Dk. Therefore cp is in /I-'DJ3.
Hence R = /?-lD,$ and so C(p) = Dk rl ~-'D&
Cl

Edge-chromatic automorphisms of G'(a)
We now must make some further definitions and prove some preliminary lemmas before giving a characterization of C'(o). (3 9) (5 7)) and C'((Y,) = {(l), (2 10)(48)}. Let T be a subset of D2k defined as follows. If there exist y1 and y2 in Dk with y2 = to"' such that o1 = y1(y2y2 then y = t#"+* is in T. On the other hand, if there exist yl, y2, and y3 in Dk with y2 = d" such that (Y~ = yI(y2y2 and CU, = y3c~l~y2 then y = aZm+' is in T. For example, if (Y~ = (3 4) and cu2 = (14 3 2) are in S, then d is in T, since (Y~ = a4a2$ and a2 = u(~iu$, and also rd is in T, since (pi = ra2a2tu. Thus T = (6, td}. Proof. We will prove the case when i is odd and the case when i is even will be left to the reader. Let i' = (i + 1)/2 and j' = (j + 1)/2. For all j' = 1, . . . , k there exists i' such that aI = aI f 1. Let yl be a permutation in S, such that a1 = y1a2y2. Thus q(i') = q(j') f 1 if and only if yl(a2(y2(i'))) = y1(Lyz(y2(j')) f l), by the above argument, and also yl(e(W))) = y1(4y2(j'))) f 1. Hence y1(~2(y2(j'))) f 1 = yr( Ly2(y2(j')) f 1) for all j' = 1, . . . , k. Thus, by Remark 4, y1 is in Dk.
The case where j is even is similar and so there exist y1 and y2 in Dk, where y2 = td" and (or = y1a2y2 and so /3 is an element of T. Therefore /I is in D% n ~C'(~l)C'(cu,), since 6 = S/3,/3, where S = #I is in T, PI = 1 is in C'(mr) and p2 = 1 is in C'(cu,).
Conversely, suppose /I is an element of D2k rl SC'(cu)C'(cu,). So #I is in D2k and /3 = 6/3J12, where 6 is in T, fil is in C'(cu,) and /I2 is in C'(a,). Since 6 is in T, 6 = 202m+l or 6 = dm+'. In either case 6(i) is even iff i is odd. Also p1 fixes all even numbers and B2 fixes all odd numbers and so p(i) is even iff i is odd. There are four cases, depending on whether i is odd or even and whether 6 = ruti+l or 6 = ti+l.
We will do the case where i is even and 6 = 2m+1. The other three cases are similar.
Let i be even and 6 = fl+l. Then Cl
We now have all of the tools necessary for the proof of the main theorem. 
